
Colors are intended as a guide only and may vary from actual tile. Sizes listed are nominal. Please check samples before 
making final selection and to get actual dimensions for layout. See reverse side for additional product information.

(36E)

Imola’s Kiko series is a wall tile 
with a textile look. Each color 
has nine different but similar 
textures that are taken from four 
fabrics: linen, silk, cotton and 
hemp. The different textures 
are mixed randomly together to 
create an original and elegant 
effect. The four field colors can be 
combined with each other and 
with the special decorative pieces 
in myriad ways making each 
installation a unique expression.
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Grigio (IAKOGO)

White/ Nero Mix
(IAKOWENO/57D)

Seafoam (IAKOSM)White (IAKOWE)

Grigio/ Teal Mix
(IAKOGOTL/57D)

Teal (IAKOTL)
G2G1 G2G1

The Decos consist of 
eight different patterns. 
They come in three color 
combinations that can 
be used in entire areas or 
combined beautifully with 
the coordinating Kiko field 
colors to create charming 
and memorable decorative 
elements. 

Expect shade variation within each production and from production to production. Kiko field has various fabric
textures that are randomly mixed together. It is important to work with the layout, mixing pieces within each carton and 
pulling from several cartons, to get the proper blend during installation. Kiko is intended for interior walls. If installing with 
a cement-based adhesive, it is recommended to use a flexible setting material. Wood studs need to be dry and properly 
braced with a minimum depth of 32”. For mortar installations, the mortar bed has to be cured (less than 2% humidity) and 
has to have proper reinforcing.

COLORS
Beige IAKOGO
Nero IAKONO
Orange IAKOOE
Tobacco IAKOTO

DECO
Beige/Orange Mix  IAKOBEOE/57D

Each color has nine 
different textures.

DECO
4¾ X 7 Deco 
(IAKO----/57D)

INSTALLATION INFORMATION

NON-STOCK COLORS AND DECO

COLORS (Non-Rectified)
4¾ X 7  
(IAKO--/57)

COORDINATING TRIM
Expect variation in color and 
size between field and trims.

ECO
MANAGEMENT
AUDIT SCHEME

MADE IN ITALY 

Please note that the decoratives are sold randomly and orders may not include equal quantities of all patterns. 
Please make sure to blend tiles during installation.

½ x 12 Surface Bullnose 
(IAKO--/112SBN)

DECO


